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URING THE pandemic, confidence in statistics took a

serious blow. There were problems in the way data was

collected, how it was used to make projections and how

it was taken out of context, whether the proponent was an advocate

or opponent of some strategy.

These problems are by no means exclusive to public health. Crime

figures, economic policy and advertising are just three areas where

numbers are often taken out of context. Compared with these

areas, racing is a triviality, but statistics are commonplace in the

sport and it pays to understand their pitfalls.

In this article, we will look at the relationship between two

variables known as correlation. When one thing seems to predict

another, the danger is that people will infer a cause. We will look

at one example which is known to be spurious (the effect of weight

carried on strike rate in handicaps), before considering another

which is thought to be informative (the strike rates of jockeys) and

discussing the factors which may lead to some riders being

underrated.

Does more weight lead to more winning? 

IMAGINE IF you knew nothing about racing and were trying to

understand the effect of weight in handicap races. A reasonable

first step might be to plot a graph of weight carried against strike

rate, as shown in the graph, Figure 1.

Let us make sense of the graph. The dot above a weight of 125lb

(8st 13lb) for instance, midway between the 120lb and 130lb

marks on the bottom axis, represents the combined results of all

horses who have carried this weight in the sample. Collectively,

they had a strike rate a little better than 10%, so the dot lies just

above the figure of 10 on the vertical axis.

The cloud of dots in Figure 1 tends to move from the bottom-

left corner of the graph to the top-right. Statisticians call this a

‘positive slope’, and it indicates that the two variables used to form

the axes of the graph are related to one another in a positive way

– as one goes up, so does the other.

I have drawn a red line on the graph which is created by

something called ‘local regression’. All this means is that the red

line is formed by a billion straight lines all knitted together to

describe the middle of the cloud of the points; you can imagine it

as a bird’s-eye view of the path you would take through a turnip

field if you wanted to pick all the turnips with the least effort.

The red line goes up from left to

right and begins to flatten out

towards the right. This illustrates

that higher-weighted horses win

handicaps more often than lower-

weighted horses, but there are

diminishing returns at work. Strike

rate tends to level off as it goes

beyond 14%.

In statistical parlance, we can

say that the weight a horse carries

in handicaps is positively

correlated with its chance of

winning. In other words, an

association exists between the two

variables that is beyond random

chance.

HIS effect is well known

in horse racing – some call

it the nebulous ‘class

factor’ – but like a lot of the sport’s

most interesting aspects, it is rarely

discussed in the media as to why it

occurs.
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Figure 1 – Strike Rate by assigned weight in British Flat handicaps on turf in 2022
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Naively ignoring physics for a moment, this data could be used

to assert that more weight causes winning. So, if your horse is

assigned 9st to carry this week, you can improve its chance no end

by secretly slipping extra weight into its saddle cloth. Think of

any black dot in Figure 1 sliding to the right on the bottom axis of

Figure 1 and meeting the red line higher up the Strike Rate scale.

Bingo! Your horse must have a better chance of winning.

If you think that nobody could be this contrarian, you only need

to read a few blogs. (No wonder we used to have people called

‘editors’ in the media.) 

Now, everyone knows the situation does not work like this. The

true effect of weight is exactly the opposite of the bivariate (two

variables) relationship between weight carried and winning. What

is much less appreciated is how common the same mechanism

tends to confuse us when we are inclined to believe in the result.

Confounders: The hidden relationships
that drive spurious conclusions 

THE STATISTICAL model which describes the relationship

between weight carried and winning is confounded. This is the

problem of the missing variable. The weight a horse carries in

handicaps is driven by its handicap mark, and I hope I have proven

in other articles that the scale of ratings used by the BHA does not

describe the distribution of talent.

I have described my own way of proving this for more than 20

years, but in 2016 researchers Peter Bebbington and Julius Bonart

showed using another method that racing talent is not linear but

exponential (See Statistics of horse racing and the randomly

broken stick (2016) via https://arxiv.org/pdf/1612.02567.pdf)

In other words, as official ratings increase, the true talent

possessed by the horse owning that handicap mark increases more.

The BHA scale is too narrow to capture this spread of talent.

(BHA handicappers tend to raise the winners of good handicaps

far less than poor handicaps because higher-rated handicap

winners threaten to eclipse the ratings of Group winners.)

So, in Figure 1, the relationship between winning and weight

carried is confounded by a hidden relationship between true talent

and weight. And what really drives horses to win handicaps is how

well treated they are – the difference between true talent and

handicap mark, the latter being used to set the weights.

Highest SR jockeys Min Wt Med Wt Wins Rides SR Lowest SR jockeys Min Wt Med Wt Wins Rides SR
William Buick 120 132 61 240 25.4 Cam Hardie 114 122 6 199 3.0
Clifford Lee 121 131 33 168 19.6 Tom Eaves 119 129 10 186 5.4
Ben Curtis 116 131 43 248 17.3 James Sullivan 114 124 12 204 5.9

Daniel Tudhope 124 132 48 281 17.1 Duran Fentiman 114 125 12 201 6.0
Paul Mulrennan 122 131 47 284 16.5 Rowan Scott 115 129 13 183 7.1
Hollie Doyle 112 130 45 281 16.0 Sam James 118 130 16 215 7.4

Tom Marquand 121 131 42 274 15.3 Andrew Mullen 114 126 19 216 8.8
Neil Callan 119 132 23 154 14.9 Joanna Mason 112 127 14 160 8.8

P J McDonald 120 131 28 191 14.7 Rossa Ryan 122 131 17 186 9.1
Richard Kingscote 123 131 24 167 14.4 David Probert 117 130 26 280 9.3

Statistics more often describe than imply 

THE STATISTICAL relationship between weight carried and

winning describes that horses which carry more weight in

handicaps tend to win more often. But the relationship is not

causal, so changing weight carried by a single horse does not cause

a change in strike-rate. 

Fortunately, this is widely understood, but the situation is

different when it comes to changing jockeys. Using the same races

used to produce the data in Figure 1, the records of jockeys in

those handicaps are shown in Figure 2.

The jockeys in the list on the left of Figure 2 established the

highest strike rates in British Turf handicaps during 2022. (The

data is restricted to jockeys who had at least 150 rides to avoid

small samples which contain more volatile strike rates.) By

contrast, the jockeys on the right had the lowest strike rates. Is it

the jockey’s ability which is driving the difference in these results?

It could be, but in just the same way as it was unsafe to conclude

that weight causes winning, we must be careful in assuming that

switching a horse from a jockey with a high SR to one with a low

SR will have an effect on its winning chance. 

To see why, run your eye down the two columns next to the

jockey’s name in each group. Min Wt is the minimum riding

weight in the sample of rides, while Med Wt is the median

weight. Can you see the difference between the groups? 

The riders on the left rode horses with higher weights than those

on the right, and we already know that higher weights are

associated with higher strike rates. So, the missing variable here

is riding weight: the weight a jockey rides at is associated with

winning.

ND, in further defence of the jockeys in the Lowest SR

list, there is more at play still. They have to contend with

not just a statistical bias against winning, but also there

is a perception bias that arises because jockeys who ride lower-

weighted runners are sometimes perceived to be less able. So, the

distribution of mounts is skewed further, and more fancied rides

go to riders who tend to do more winning – even when that

winning comes about through going round on better horses.

Next month I will take a deeper look at how we go about the

true talent of jockeys with a little more scientific rigour. For that,

we need to build a more sophisticated model.

Figure 2: Highest and lowest Strike Rates of jockeys in 2022 British Turf handicaps
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